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We began this case with a lot of research. The young couple contacted us stating they
were having a lot of things happening. Things that were described as physical violence and
arguing within the household. The couple had stated this has never been a problem before. Many
other things were reported to have happened. The wife told me their son was having his
personality change only whne in certain rooms. He became violent towards her and her daughter.
The wife had told me a story that her brother had lived with them for a short period of time and
he openly admitted to playing with a Ouija board. His personality also changed after moving in.
The couple complained about footsteps, dark shadows, cold spots, toys making noises, no one is
able to sleep well, etc. Many times they felt as if they were being held down by something
invisible. They also reported a musk smell and a smoke smell. Our pre-case research had so
many strange details we were amazed and what had happened in such a small town. After many
hours and a few long nights we discovered that for the last 15 years every year and a half a
murder suicide took place within a few miles of this location. The murder-suicide always
happened between a wife and a husband. At this point I became very fearful for the couple
considering the violence that had been taking place. I felt as if this was a serious case and needed
to be dealt with right away.
The team began the investigation with an evp session followed by the new program
called “Alice”. It gives the spirits a chance to use a computer to say full words. Alice started
saying things like “strip”, “Money” then a anonymous name. I asked the wife if this had any
meaning. One of the couples that had passed it was later discovered she became a stripper and he
was very upset. As the night continued it started to send out the letters “o..z..o..r..l” I ran to my
phone and started to do my own research. I came across a website that specialized in demons. I
then learned that this was the name of a demon. I asked one of the team members to keep
researching this demon. We stayed with Alice since it was coming up with a lot of details that we
had found in our pre-research of the location. Alice began to say a long list of names. First a
male's name then a female name. I had made a list of the couple that had died of murder- suicide
and to my amazement they were the names said by Alice. My fellow team members and I
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stopped the case and had a meeting. I felt as if this matter needed a demonologist right away. We
were very grateful to have been able to find a local team that could come out to the house right
away. I spoke to one of the demonologist who asked us all very nicely to shut the case down and
leave right away. He felt we were not safe and we needed to leave.
After returning home I decided to start reviewing evidence right away but only to shock
me all of the visual evidence was missing, I then checked my recorder and it had been cleared. I
contacted LaDawn and asked her to check the Alice program and it had been cleared. This has
never happened to me before. I quickly contacted the demonologist and he said they did a
blessing and could keep the family safe. The one reason I have for everything being cleared is
that when they did the blessing, all evidence of the demon left with it. Although these sorts of
cases are few and far between, it definitely is one of the strangest in the history of Louisiana
Spirits.
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